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Events At a Glance...

Nehru’s Legacy: A Critical Assessment

Art Gallery
INDIAN MASTER’S RETROSPECTIVE
Exhibition of Paintings by Indian Master
Painter Shri Jivaji B. Dixit will continue.
Till January 4, 2015
Nehru Centre Art Gallery
Between 11.00 am & 7.00 pm

Special Session of the Indian
Science Congress
A special session of the Indian Science
Congress - 2015 on “Challenges to
Education in Modern India”will be held.
Eminent scientists and educationalists will
participate
Tuesday, 6 January, 2015, 2:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Hall of Culture
Ground Floor, Discovery of India Building

Lecture
First Rajni Patel Memorial Lecture
by Shri Soli Sorabjee
Friday, January 9, 2015 at 5.30 pm
Hall of Culture
Ground Floor, Discovery of India Building

Cultural Wing
“LEELAVATI” A Dance Ballet
January 6, 2015, 6.30 pm
Nehru Centre Auditorium

Nehru Centre had organized a talk
by Professor Lord Bhikhu Parekh
on "NEHRU'S LEGACY: A
CRITICAL ASSESSMENT" on
18th September 2014. Following
are some excerpts of his talk:
How does one define the word
‘legacy’? Would preindependence and postindependence India have been
different if Panditji would not
have been there? In other words,
what difference did he make to the
continuity of this great
civilization.
Now in this context I want to raise
the question, 'what is a critical
assessment of Nehru's legacy?
Now I think in order to answer
that question I would want to look
at Nehru at three levels. First of all,
as the first Prime Minister of India
he articulated a certain vision of
the kind of country India should
be. So the first question is what
was his vision of India? Secondly,
what were the policies he followed
during the 17 odd years that he
was Prime Minister, and what are

his achievements and what are
his failures?
Now let's start with the first,
what was Nehru's vision? His
vision was articulated on several
occasions but in one of his great
speech he said, 'You can't have a
country, a country as diverse as
us without a shared national
philosophy’. These were the
words he used. 'A shared
national philosophy’ for which
he also uses another expression
'national ideology'. India needs
a national philosophy, a national
ideology. But what is this
national philosophy? Panditji
said "it has seven components"
and he said on none of that
should a country compromise.
And those "seven components'
were, territorial integrity or
national unity, parliamentary
democracy, which is not to be
compromised with. Thirdly
industrialization. Fourth
scientific temper, very
important and he defined
scientific temper not in a
positivist manner as
contd. on page 2
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glorification of science and the only
valid form of knowledge but
scientific temper is a habit of
thinking critically. The fifth was
socialism, sixth was secularism and
finally independent and responsible
voice on international affairs.
Sometimes called non-alignment,
sometimes called independent
foreign policy. What I am saying
simply that it is a foreign policy
which is shared here, not dictated by
anybody and with a view to taking
responsible intervention in the
international affairs. So these are the
seven goals on which Panditji said
that India cannot compromise, this is
his vision of India. That is the India
he wanted to create. That I think was
his greatness.
He gave India an unambiguous,
unmistakable sense of his identity
and that I think has kept us going all
these years. Agree or disagree. That
firm point of reference lasting all
these years, I think is the greatest
achievement that any Indian could
hope for. And this is what kept us
going, not just the parliamentary
democracy. On the level of vision of
India, Panditji I think, made this
wonderful statement on India's
national identity, national
philosophy, national ideology now
that's a great achievement.

I mean here is somebody who went
to Cambridge, who was trained by
an Irish tutor at home. So he has an
English accent and is thoroughly
westernized, coming to India and
saying 'Friends and Comrades' as he
used to say ‘we must become like
the west’ and his autobiography is
full of it.
Let me now turn to the second level
of assessment of his office and
power. What are his achievements
and what are his failures? He was
trying to achieve all the seven goals
and one could therefore go into
greater detail, take each of them and
say where did he succeed and where
did he fail. That will take too long.
Let's take parliamentary democracy
which I regard as Nehru's greatest
gift, apart from his vision, his moral
singular unambiguous vision. I
think his greatest achievement has
been the way in which he sustained
and nurtured democracy in India.
I won't say democratic tradition
because we didn't have that
tradition. In a caste ridden society
where is democracy?
But here is a man who starts it, that is
another great achievement to have
created a tradition, not to have

mobilized or benefitted from a
tradition, but to create the tradition. So
that when you look at the
parliamentary democracy and the
creation of a leader of opposition. We
can talk about ganarajyas and all that
but where do we find the idea of
leader of the opposition, consulting
him,
cutting across ideological
divides, now that's what Panditji did.
He was not only a Prime Minister, he
was also the Leader of the
Opposition, Very often in
parliament criticizing his Ministers,
criticizing himself. Very self critical,
he was also somebody who reached
out to others and said to the
opposition leaders to come and join
in the various committees and
making sure that they were on the
various parliamentary committees.
He created committees like standing
committees, estimate committees
and public accounts. He even had
gone a step further but he was
defeated by his own party. When he
said that he wanted every
department to be monitored by a
parliamentary committee and that
committee will have half the
members from opposition and half
from us and they will watch every
department like hawk.
(to be continued)

What Nehru said...

Now as a statement of national
identity, it is a great achievement but
if you look at the content of that
statement, there are bits which are
problematics and I think one of the
greatest limitations of that vision is
that there is nothing Indian about it.
Look at all these seven things. It's a
modernist vision, a vision that
having lived in England for longer
than Panditji did and I see what it is.
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A FLEXIBLE APPROACH
We should avoid rigidity in our approach to the question of language. We
have to proceed with a certain flexibility and with a very large measure of
common consent. There can be no compulsion in a matter like this. We
cannot compel large numbers of people to do something which they do not
like to do. I have no doubt that difficult as the problem is, it will be solved
step by step. It is important that no decision should be arrived at which
creates any kind of disability for people of one part of India in comparison
with those of another.
From speech on the occasion of releasing the fifth volume of the Tamil Encyclopaedia,
Madras, January 6, 1958.
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SKY SHOWS : ‘Ancient Skies & Ancient Mysteries’
Timings
12 noon (Hindi)
3:00 pm (English)

NEHRU PLANETARIUM

1:30 pm (Marathi)
4:30 pm (Hindi)

MONDAY CLOSED

Special Space Science Lecture by Dr. Jaydeep Mukherjee
A Special space science lecture “MAVEN - Solving Mars' Climate Mystery"
” was delivered by Dr. Jaydeep Mukherjee, Director, NASA Florida Space
Grant Consortium, Florida, USA on Friday, 5 December 2014. We bring
you here summary of his talk.
Dr. Jaydeep Mukherjee in his talk said Mars has always fascinated us.
Telescopic observations, in the 1800’s, showed strange markings on Mars.
This was interpreted as canals build by an alien race and people wondered
if these aliens were hostile. Even the rise of science and technology has not
interrupted our wary fascination with this neighbouring world.

Dr. Jaydeep Mukherjee

During NASA’s first phase of Mars exploration, NASA missions focused on “following the water” – seeking signs of past or
present water on Mars. Mars rover Sojourner studied an ancient flood plain. Orbiters (Mars Global Surveyor, Odyssey, and
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter) gave us data about past water on Mars, current subsurface water-ice, and surface changes
that might indicate some short-term active water flows etc. These findings all mean that early Mars likely had a dense, thick
atmosphere, which helped keep Mars warmer and wetter. Mars atmosphere is cold and dry today. Where did the water and
early atmosphere go? The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) mission, which launched from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station on November 18, 2013, is the first mission devoted to understanding the Martian upper
atmosphere.
MAVEN will study Mars’ upper atmosphere and determine how it interacts with our Sun. We don’t know exactly how
habitable conditions on Mars changed over time – or how long they lasted. MAVEN’s Mystery to Solve is Where Did All of
the Water & CO2 Go?. There are 2 options. One option is down in the underground or in the rock record? However there is
not enough water to account for the loss. The other option is up, lost in Space. MAVEN will find out how the Martian
environment radically changed by studying the solar wind and other interactions with the Sun. The solar wind is a
high-speed stream of electrons and protons released from the Sun. The Sun’s activity has an impact on planets. Earth’s
strong magnetic field deflects many solar wind particles, preventing them from slamming into the upper atmosphere and
stripping it away. Early in its history, Mars had a strong magnetosphere that likely protected it more from solar wind.
Today, Earth’s magnetic field is globally strong and more uniform, while Mars’ is localized and scattered. When Mars was
only 500 million years old, Mars cooled and lost its magnetic field, radically changing the environment. In addition to
cooling, in its early days, Mars was still vulnerable to impacts from asteroids and other bodies. We know from studying
craters on Mars that many asteroids bombarded Mars early in its history, potentially resulting in atmospheric loss. As the
magnetic field turned off, the solar wind began stripping Mars of more of its atmosphere. Over several hundred million
years, Mars has lost most of its atmosphere.
The goal of MAVEN is to determine the role that loss of atmospheric gas to space played in changing the Martian climate
through time. MAVEN will determine how much of the Martian atmosphere has been lost over time by measuring the
current rate of escape to space and gathering enough information about the relevant processes to allow extrapolation
backward in time.
MAVEN mission concept was developed starting Fall of 2003 and a proposal was submitted to NASA in 2006. In 2008,
NASA selected MAVEN for development of flight. MAVEN launched on an Atlas V 401 rocket from Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station, Florida, on November 18, 2013 at 1:28pm EST. For about 10 months after launch, MAVEN cruised from Earth
to Mars. Mars Orbit Insertion on September 21, 2014 captured MAVEN into orbit around Mars. Then, it took about a month
to go from capture to final orbit, deploy the booms, and test instruments and the spacecraft’s alignment. MAVEN will fly in
an elliptical orbit above Mars, measuring all relevant parts of Mars’ upper atmosphere. Five times on its closest approach,
MAVEN will perform “deep dips” into the Martian atmosphere, coming as close as 125 km (78 mi).
Nehru Centre Newsletter - January 2015
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STAR CHART FOR JANUARY 2015

The second week of January is a good
time to catch all the planets. Mercury,
Venus and Mars can be seen above the
western horizon after the sky gets dark.
Jupiter can be seen raising above eastern
horizon about 8:30 p.m.
Saturn rises
about nearly four hour before the Sun.
Venus can be seen with naked eyes even
when the sun is above the horizon and
therefore if the sky is clear it should be
possible to catch the planet soon after the
sunsets.
On Jan 11, Mercury and Venus are just
about 38.5 minutes of arc from each other.
Try looking for both of them from 10th to
12th of Jan. This will be their closest
approach until May 2016 when they will
be about 23 minutes of arch from each
other.
As Mars continues to move eastwards it
maintains its altitude above the western
horizon. On 22nd of Jan. thin lunar
crescent is just about halfway between
Mars and Venus.
By about 9 p.m. Jupiter is well above the
eastern horizon. On 8th of Jan. Jupiter,
Moon and Regulus make a nice triangle in
the sky.
Mercury moves from Sagittarius to
Capricornus, the Sea Goat (Makar) on 4th
of Jan. and then to Aquarius (Kumbha) on
23rd.

The map shows slightly more sky than that will be visible from a given
location. Thus the map can be used elsewhere in India at 21:00 hrs Indian Time.
Hold the chart vertically before your eye sand turn it until the geographical
direction you are facing shows at the bottom of the chart.

Venus Moves from Sagittarius to
Capricornus 3rd of Jan. and then to
Aquarius on 26th.
Mars moves from Capricornus to
Aquarius on 10th.

Phases of the Moon (timings in IST hh:mm)
Full Moon
(Poornima)

Last Quarter
(Krishna Paksha
Ashtami)

New Moon
(Amavasya)

First Quarter
(Shukla Paksha
Ashtami)

05 Jan., 10:23

13 Jan., 15:16

20 Jan., 18:43

27 Jan., 10:18

Jupiter remains in Leo all though this
month.
Saturn move from Libra to Scorpius on
19th.
Sun moves from Sagittarius to
Capricornus 21st.
The Sun moves from Sagittarius to
Capricornus on 20th.
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(Disclaimer: The Indian names of the stars and planet, given in parenthesis for the purpose to remind the
reader that India has a rich astronomical tradition. We do not subscribe to astrology.)
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Cultural Wing
As part of the various events of the Indian Science
Congress which will be held in Mumbai from 3rd
January 2015 to 7th January 2015, Nehru Centre will
present

LEELAVATI - A D a n c e B a l l e t
Based on the 12th century mathematical
treatise of the famous Indian mathematician
Bhaskaracharya and his daughter Leelavati.
Bhaskacharya attempts to divulge the beauty
of mathematics to his daughter by giving
her real life examples. This ballet beautifully
encompasses a day in the life of Leelavati’s
mathematical enlightenment.

Review:

Soorvani

Nehru Centre presented “Soorvani” - a musical
presentation initiative and promoted by KUTCH
MAHILA VIKAS SANGHATHAN on 19th
November 2014.
Various musical forms of Kutch region were
presented during the event. The programme was
designed and narrated by Lal Rambhia.
Audience gave a thumping response to the
presentation and the event was a grand success.

Concept, Visualisation, Choreography &
Direction: Jhelum Paranjape
Assistant: Mitali Kamat, Gowree Jogalekar
Creative Consultant: Vasant Bapat
Advisor: Prof. Jayant Narlikar
Music: Late Anand Modak
Lights & Sound: Arun Madkaikar
Script: Ajit Kelkar
Costumes: Suchita Thatte, Aruna Joglekar,
Nandkishore Dahale

Date & Time: 6th January 2015, 6.30 pm
Duration: 80 minutes
Venue: Nehru Centre Auditorium
Nehru Centre Newsletter - January 2015
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The Art

Gallery

Programmes for
January 2015

AMOUL NANAL

INDIAN MASTER’S
RETROSPECTIVE
Exhibition of paintings by Indian
Master Painter Shri J. B. Dikshit
will continue.

Painting by Chitra Vaidya

Till Sunday, 4th January 2015
( AC Gallery )
Painting by Amoul Nanal

VAISHALI PATIL .
SUDHARSHAN AMBI
Vaishali is a self taught artist. Her
tribal paintings are in acrylic on
canvas.
Sudharshan has A.T.D. from
Ichalkaranji. His paintings are
figurative and compositions in oils
and water colours.
Tuesday 30th December 2014 to
Monday 5th January 2015
(Circular Gallery)

DIPENDRANATH PAL .
BABIR DAS
Dipendranath received M.F.A. from
Kala Bhavan, Visvabharati
University, Shantiniketan, West
Bengal. He has exhibited extensively
in India and won many awards. His
paintings are figurative
compositions in conte on paper.
Babir graduated in Visual Art with
Diploma from Academy of Fine Arts,
Kolkata. His abstract compositions
are in acrylic on canvas.
Tuesday 6th January 2015 to
Monday 12th January 2015
(AC Gallery)
April 2011
Nehru Centre Newsletter - January
2015

Amoul obtained art education in
Applied Arts from Pune. His
paintings are based on Buddha in
acrylic on canvas. He has had many
shows in India.
Tuesday 6th January 2015 to
Monday 12th January 2015
(Circular Gallery)

CAMLIN ART FOUNDATION
BY KOKUYO CAMLIN LTD.
The Philanthropic wing of Kokuyo
Camlin Limited celebrates the spirit
of art by holding exhibitions every
year. They have held over fifty nine
such exhibitions, receiving around
sixty five thousand entries.
Around seven hundred winners were
awarded prizes, out of which over
hundred and forty were sent to Euro
tour. Selected entries will be
displayed in the show.
Tuesday 13th January 2015 to
Monday 19th January 2015
(AC & Circular Gallery)

CHITRA VAIDYA
Chitra has B.F.A. degree in Painting
from Sir J. J. School of Art, Mumbai.

She was trained by Late Shri M. K.
Kelkar, water colourist himself and a
student of Late Shri S. L. Haldankar.
She has acquired a special
appreciation for her landscapes. She
has now moved from water colours
to acrylic colours. She has had many
shows and won awards.
Tuesday 20th January 2015 to
Monday 26th January 2015
(AC Gallery)
JOYDEB CHATTERJEE
Joydeb has obtained Diploma in
Commercial Art from Government
College of Art & Craft, Kolkata. He
has participated in many exhibitions
and won awards. His works are
realistic and figurative in water
colours.
Tuesday 20th January 2015 to
Monday 26th January 2015
(Circular Gallery)
TANMOY ROY CHOUDHURY .
PRABAL ROY .
ARUN MONDAL .
SANJIB N. DUTTA .
PURNENDU DAS .
SAMARJIT BISWAS
Tanmoy received B.V.A. with first
class from Rabindra Bharati
University, Kolkata. He has won
many awards. His paintings are
realistic in oils and acrylic.
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Prabal graduated from Rabindra
Bharati University and was also trained
in sculpture by Shri Madhab
Bhattacharya, renowned sculptor. His
figurative paintings are a blend of
traditional and contemporary styles.
Arun graduated in Fine Arts from
Indian College of Art, Kolkata. He had
many exhibitions and won presigious
awards. His figurative compositions
are in acrylic and oils.

Review:

Indian Master’s Retrospective
of Shri J. B. Dikshit

The 22nd Indian Master’s Retrospective of Indian Master Painter
Late Shri J. B. Dikshit was inaugurated by Shri Guru Thakur, eminent writer,
lyricist and himself a painter, on 12th December 2014 at the Nehru Centre Art
Gallery. A catalogue of Shri J. B. Dikshit’s work was also released on the
occasion.
A large number of his well wishers, art lovers and artists attended the
inauguration function and the exhibition.

Sanjib has a Diploma in Painting from
Kolkata. His landscapes are in acrylic
on canvas. He was also trained in
sculpture under Shri Madhab
Bhattacharya.
Purnendu received B.V.A. in Fine Art
from Kolkata. His paintings are
compositions of abstract and figurative
forms in acrylic and oil on canvas.
Samarjit is a wellknown artist from
Kolkata. Had his art education from
Indian Art College. His acrylic and oil
paintings give picture of life,
philosophy of life and nature.

Shri Guru Thakur inaugurating the show by lighting
the traditional lamp. Also seen with him is
Shri S. K. Kulkarni, Director (Finance & Admin.),
Nehru Centre

A perspective view of the Indian Master’s
Retrospectrive exhibition showcasing the work of
Indian Master Painter Late Shri J. B. Dikshit

Shri Guru Thakur having a look at the exhibition.
Also seen in the picture is Shri Prakash J. Dikshit

Shri Prakash J. Dikshit giving briefing of the
painting to Shri Guru Thakur

Art lovers deeply admiring the paintings of
Shri J. B. Dikshit during the exhibition

Shri Guru Thakur releasing the catalogue on
Indian Master Painter Late Shri J. B. Dikshit

Shri Guru Thakur expressing his view at the
catalogue release function

Art lovers and art students at the catalogue
release function

Tuesday 27th January 2015 to
Monday 2nd February 2015
(AC Gallery)
JITENDRA GAIKWAD

Painting by Sanjay Sable

Jitendra secured Diploma in Painting
from Mumbai. His realistic paintings
are in acrylic and oils. He has had many
shows in India and won awards.
Tuesday 27th January 2015 to
Monday 2nd February 2015
(Circular Gallery)
Nehru Centre Newsletter - January 2015

The exhibition will be on view to art lovers
till 4th January 2015 at the

Nehru Centre Art Gallery

Between 11.00 am & 7.00 pm
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NEHRU CENTRE PUBLICATIONS

LIBRARY

MUMBAI PAST & PRESENT * WITNESS TO HISTORY
* REMEMBERING EINSTEIN *
INDIAN ASTRONOMY A Source Book
EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE: The Planetarium Way
SCIENCE IN INDIA: PAST & PRESENT
DISCOVERY OF INDIA Abridged and illustrated

New Arrivals: Books
Sr. No. Title
1

Gardner’s art through the ages: Ancient
and medieval art

Helen Gardner

2

Agra & Delhi

Leila Ghosh &
Dalia Roy

3

Paintings from the Akbar Nama: a visual
chronicle of Mughal India

Geeti Sen

4

Kerala: The spice coast of India

Raghubir Singh

5

New Zealand’s national parks

Leonard Cobb &
James Duncan

6

Michael Palin’s Hemingway adventure

Michael Palin

7

Piper’s places: John Piper in England & Wales Richard Ingrams &
John Piper

8

Scenic wonders of the world

Reader’s Digest

9

The last adventure

Helen Douglas-Cooper
& Robert Sackville West

10

India

Roloff Beny &
Aubrey Menen

NEHRU REVISITED
RULE OF LAW IN A FREE SOCIETY
CHALLENGES TO DEMOCRACY IN INDIA
Colourful Catalogues for Sale
1. R. K. LAXMAN / 2. MARIO DE MIRANDA
3. G. N. JADHAV / 4. ART HERITAGE OF
MAHARASHTRA
5. HAREN DAS / 6. PROF. P. A. DHOND
7. COLLECTOR'S PRIDE / 8. K. B. KULKARNI
9. VINAYAK S. MASOJI
10. SAMAKALEEN (Contemporary Five Artists)
VINAYAKRAO WAGH * RAJARAM PANVALKAR
KRISHNAJI KETKAR * DATTAJIRAO DALVI
* GOVIND MALADKAR
11. NAGESH B. SABANNAVAR
12. NARAYAN L. SONAVADEKAR
13. "GURU-SHISHYA"
BABA GAJBAR & GANPATRAO WADANGEKAR
14. D. G. KULKARNI (DIZI)
15. MILLENNIUM SHOW
(A Century of Art from Maharashtra)
16. BALAJI TALIM & HARISH TALIM
17. S. L. HALDANKAR & G. S. HALDANKAR
18. VINAYAKRAO P. KARMARKAR
19. GOPALRAO DEUSKAR
ART FUSION
2007 / 2008 / 2009 / 2010 / 2011 / 2012 / 2013
SANSKRUTI
CD ROM : An Aesthetics of Indian Culture
DISCOVERY OF INDIA
VCD Version
Set of ten greeting cards
Based on Discovery of India Exposition
Set of five assorted gift cards
Designed by Handicapped children
Available at:
Discovery of India Exposition, Ground Floor,
NEHRU CENTRE, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018.

Nehru Centre Library
Two new e-resources are added:
1.

Book Reviews: Compilations of reviews of books published in newspapers
and magazines.

2.

Bio-Sketches: Compilations of clippings and articles on eminent
personalities.

Contact library to access the e-resources.

NEHRU CENTRE LIBRARY

Open on:
Monday to Friday,
1st, 3rd & 5th Saturdays
Timings: 10 am to 6 pm

: nehru-centre.org/library.html
: nehrucentrelibrary.blogspot.in
: nehrucen-koha.informindia.co.in
: www.facebook.com/Nehru Centre Library
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